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Qutations

Foron Director space V, say
two ordered bases (e.,

..., ea), l, ..., End

are contently ord when the transition matrixB.Bil with

ei
=Bei

has det (Bi) >0. 20.

Selatively oriented -
no canonical orientation

Define an equiv rulm on ordered bases withever itconsistently
oriented (S B =GL(R) = =S AbGI. R (ctAL OS.

An oration for V is an equivalence class ofordered bases.
**There are exactly two orientations on a given rector space.



· If V is oriented, call other ordered bases ofV

positely or regainly oriented when in notin the given
orientation,

· Always give In the canonical
orientation [-e,

..., en].

re

Du I
e, ↓ E

e,

② Is (H), (41)) positively or "right-hand rule"
Enegatively oriented? A



Rop
Va vector space ofdimn. Each wel*determinus

an
orientationQ ofV as follows:ifis, then

Or=[CE...., En) orderd basis (wCEs, ...,En)

If r =0. Or is +1 if 230, -1 if WO. W,WEMV* I ?determine the same orifer =xw' for some is0.

&IfBiv -V takes a basis E; to Eg then
·-

~ (E,,...,En) =wIBE,, ..., Bn)
=(dt Bl WCE,.., En).

Thus E.E are consistently on'd iffwitl, wIEI have the
same sign.



Upshotchoosing an own ofV is equivalentto choosing a
componentofMVx306.

Orientations ofMas
-

· Acointwise orientation ofM is a choice of our ofTPM peM.↓---
· If (Ei) is a local frame for TM, call (Ei) (positely
oriented if (Eilps .... Enp) is a posord basis ofipM YpEU.
·Call a ptwise own continous if

every pt ofM
is in the domain

of an oriented local frame.

· An ornation ofM is acts ptwise orn.



-

.

S
(Mobius)
↑T *mibius)

~admits an orientation

I Asmooth manifold isable if the structure

group
ofTM can be sided to Glnie iffT

admits a nonvanishing section We (M) iff MYT= MYR

is trivial.
VanU GLaR

2 p.381
+Exc. E

-
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Pop Products of orientable smooth molds are orientable.

#For orientable sm miflds M., ..., Mn, choose neurvanishing
top dim' forms w., ..., wh on each. Then

,*Er, n.. -*Wh

is a nonvanishing top dime form or M, *.x Mk.

&How many
orientations does an orientable mold have?
-

A 2.

and tellin
-i



Take M,N oriented sm mflds, FiM ->N a local differ.

Say F is orationproving ifp5M, dFp:TpME, TN
pos Bos

takes or 'd bases to ovid bases;ow F is orientation-reversingne
0

-::
O ⑧

M N

BySuppose Noriented, FiM ->N local differ. Then

M has a unique
orientation sit. I is orientation -preserving.

Ichoose ptwise on ofMs.t. each dE:TM- IN
is own preserving. If

or is a smooth on of N, then



F is a smooth orform ofM.

Nte Parallelizable molds (e.g. Lie groups) are orientable.

TM trivial

#

T*M trivial

H

1 +*M trivial



w =(M) =T(14+
+M)

+M up
Free alternatingmultilin from

Iw (TM)** -R

I

Line integral: We ri(M), Vita,b) -> M

Sw =o*w #
ic,d]

-


